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Chattering Skull
A standalone encounter for five adventurers
By Corwin Riddle

Musings of the Chattering Skull is a standalone encounter designed for five 16th to 18th-level adventurers. A wizard’s skull
has taken up residence in a frozen citadel, protected by icy
servitors as it torments a nearby town. The players need to
enter the stronghold and shatter the skull, fighting elemental
servitors and the icy power of the wizard.

BACKGROUND
Built into caverns behind the towering canyon walls of the
frozen north, the town of Ibgoln is one of the few places
along the northern passage where passersby can find shelter
from the relentless weather. Carved into ornate storefronts,
the outer wall of each cavern warms the hearts and minds
of weary travelers, promising a soft bed, a hot meal, and a
good night’s sleep. Adventurers from all across the icy tundra
count the days until the canyons come into view, braving the
elements in search of a night free from the howling winds,
cracking ice, and pounding hail. To those navigating the
frozen north, the town offers a much needed respite—Ibgoln
is the calm and peaceful eye of a savage storm.
At least it used to be. For months now, the town has known
few quiet nights—or days, for that matter. An ancient stronghold, buried long ago by an massive blizzard, has come
back to life under the rule of a wizard named Menardo, a
once-prominent elementalist. Though he died years ago in
a devastating avalanche, a twisted version of Menardo’s soul
has been resurrected within his skull, which lies frozen behind a wall of ice, deep within the citadel. Known to most as
the Chattering Skull, Menardo has taken control of the citadel,
sending forth icy elemental servitors to attack Ibgoln and the
nearby passage.
As inconvenient as the elemental attacks are, the town is
never in much danger—the buildings, after all, were designed
to protect against the harshest weather imaginable. The
problem comes with Menardo’s epithet; the chattering skull
talks, endlessly, magically amplifying its voice to a deafening
volume. The skull critiques, threatens, and brazenly mocks
any and all residents of Ibgoln, its continuous stream of

insults echoing in the canyons and caverns below. Night and
day, Menardo prattles on, promising doom upon the town,
the travelers, and the world itself.
Unable to find a moment of silence for rest or sleep, many
adventurers have climbed the walls and attacked the citadel.
Few return alive, and their failures are revisited often by
the chattering skull, who excitedly retells the tales of their
defeat. Now, after months of the incessant talk, travelers have
begun to avoid the town altogether, preferring to sleep miles
away in the midst of howling winds and icy rain—anything to
escape the chattering skull and find the slightest bit of peace
and quiet. Back in Ibgoln, a grand bounty waits for any adventurers able to shut the chattering skull up, proving what
most travelers already knew—a little silence is worth a lot.

GETTING THE PLAYERS
INVOLVED
Musings of the Chattering Skull can be used as a standalone
encounter, or as the basis of an entire adventure. The players
could follow the sound of the skull’s voice, be sent to the
town for a specific purpose, or just pass by the town on their
way to another area. Once in Ibgoln, you can send the players to the encounter with one of the following hooks:

Hook 1: End

the

Rule

of

Cool

Like most towns found in such a bleak and barren landscape,
Ibgoln’s economy is reliant on constant merchant traffic for
food, supplies, and other goods. But with Menardo’s endless
chattering and the recent elemental attacks, many travelers
have been avoiding the northern passage and seeking other
routes. Now, the grain and food supplies are running low, and
if something isn’t done to bring back the traders, it’s only a
matter of time before they’re forced to leave or starve; the
town, one of the few shelters for those caught in the north,
will cease to exist.
Unwilling to accept such an end, the small town has
pooled its resources and put a considerable bounty on the
head—skull, rather—of Menardo, posted on every wall:

Notice to all Adventuring Heroes of Renown
WANTED: The Chattering Skull
30,000 gold pieces
Those brave persons willing and able to ascend
the canyon walls and bring an end to the second
life of one Menardo the wizard shall be compensated greatly and held in the highest regard of the
peoples present now and always of the noble town
of Ibgoln, beacon of light and hope, the shining
star of the frozen north.
Such heroes interested need follow the westward canyon wall to the third and final marker,
whereupon a break in the wall leads to the citadel
above. The town holds no responsibility for any
dangers or loss of life.

Hook 3: Shatter

Hook 2: Gearing Up

for

Ruin

A cheery gnome named Sikura is one of the very few to
come willingly to Ibgoln after hearing of the chattering
skull and the elemental attacks, and seems excited that the
rumors were true. Sikura is a tinkerer and a captain, and
has been working on a special project for the better half of a
decade—a warship capable of flight, powered by fire, air, and
complicated machines. With any luck, the ship, called The
Ruin, should be finished and ready within the next year.
However, while calibrating the engines and preparing the
ship for its maiden voyage, Sikura found that there’s no way
to consistently reduce the fire temperature and gradually
lower altitude—she needs something able to cool the engines
without turning them off. Something like a magical essence
of an ice elemental, controlled by the chattering skull.
Captain Sikura asks the PCs to bring her three elemental essences from fallen ice elementals, one for each of her
engines, offering compensation for the bunch.
Quest XP: 1.400 XP and 6,000 gp for bringing back three
elemental essences.
To gather an elemental essence:

Chatter

Menardo isn't the only elementalist wizard in town. Another
wizard, named Mith, specializes in fire, and has come on
the request of some friends in town to help with the current
problem. Though he's unwilling to enter the citadel himself,
Mith offers the PCs each one magical orb of fiery essence
called a Critical Bit, which should help against the frozen
denizens.
Mith is curious of the Critical Bit's potential power, and asks
the PCs to test them out. He's not willing to offer a monetary
reward, but testing them out and reporting should net the
PCs some valuable battlefield experience.
Quest XP: 1,400 XP if each PC uses their Critical Bit.

Critical Bit

Special Item

This small fiery orb is cool to the touch, and will melt any nearby ice
when activated and thrown into battle.
Orb
Ranged 5
Power (Weapon✦Fire): Standard Action. Throw the orb, dealing 3d6 fire damage in an area burst 1.

Bring all or most of the remaining pieces of the
chattering skull to Lord Philus upon victory, receiving the sum specified above.
Quest XP: 3,200 XP and 30,000 gp for destroying
Menardo’s skull.

the

SPECIAL FEATURES
Walls

of

Ice

The Chattering Skull will cast Walls of Ice, creating incredibly
strong icy barriers to shield him from the PCs (page 6):
•

The walls can overlap other walls (both ice and normal).

•

When the skull casts Walls of Ice, the previous turn’s
walls instantly disappear.

•

The number of walls cast are equal to the number of
Chattering Archons still alive.

•

The walls block line of sight for players only; their area,
burst, and ranged attacks cannot penetrate, but
Menardo’s attacks can be cast on the other side of the
walls without penalty.

•

It takes two successful attacks to destroy one square of
the wall, or one successful attack with the Fire keyword.

Frozen Embrace
The creatures in this encounter all have a passive ability
called Frozen Embrace:
•

A PC must use a standard action to make a successful
DC 25 Arcana check while adjacent to a destroyed
Chattering Archon.

Before a creature with Frozen Embrace can be damaged,
the icy shield must be destroyed.

•

An icy shield is destroyed after the creature is hit by two
attacks that would normally damage the creature.

•

The elemental essences can only be gathered from Chattering Archons, and not from Chattering Servitors.

•

A creature with Frozen Embrace regains its icy shield at
the start of each of its turns.

•

The essence must be gathered before Menardo is defeated, or the essence will fade away forever.

•

Any successful attack with the Fire keyword will automatically destroy the icy shield.

•

GETTING STARTED

AREA: Heart

Regardless of why the PCs decide to enter the citadel, read
this as they approach:

Read this when the PCs enter Menardo’s chamber:

Through the loud clatter of hail and the deafening screech of howling wind, you can easily make out a high-pitched and gravelly voice,
which seems to be shouting directly in your ears:
Read any or all of the following as they near Menardo:
“Whoops! Looks like one of you slipped. How sad. I hope that’s not
indicative of your battle prowess. I’m almost tempted to give you
the... cold shoulder? Muhaha!”
“Turn back now, fools, for none can challenge the elemental elite, the
king of cold, the wondrous wizarding of Menardo, the... wondrous
wizard!”
“I suppose I should give you directions if we’re to meet; I saw your
navigation skills near the canyon and I can’t say I have much faith
in your abilities.”
“Perhaps I should let you take your time, now that I think about it—
you won’t have much longer to live, and you should savor every last
minute of your lives... I know I will!”

of the

Citadel

A thick coating of ice is present on almost every surface but the
ground, preserving the citadel’s remaining architecture. Broken
pillars have collapsed, frozen in mid-air while falling to the ground,
now fused with ice and rock to form impenetrable walls.
Before you stands a small army of ice elementals of varying sizes,
guarding a small, floating skull—it’s mouth continuously chatters, as
if from the cold, and its eyes glow with a strange icy hue. Suddenly,
thick walls of ice appear around Menardo, extending to the ceiling:
“Now it comes to it, then! Time for the mighty Menardo to quiet
these interlopers—I can’t wait to see what happens, it’s going to give
me so much to talk about!”
Perception (DC 14): Each elemental seems to be surrounded by a
shimmering shield of thick ice.
Arcana (DC 18): The icy shields are magical, and you believe
them to be regenerative and controlled by Menardo.

Setup

When a PC destroys an icy shield, read:

1 Menardo, the Chattering Skull (M)
3 Chattering Archons (A)
9 Chattering Servitors (S)

The icy shield shatters, falling to the floor and leaving the creature
vulnerable to further attacks.

Menardo begins combat surrounded by Walls of Ice.

Features

of the

Area

When Frozen Embrace brings the shields back, read:
Menardo and the elementals begin to glow, and a magical shield of
ice appears around each of them.

Height: The ceiling is 30’ tall.

When a Chattering Archon is killed, read:

Illumination: Bright light due to magically glowing ice.

One of Menardo’s remaining walls cracks and shatters, collapsing
to the ground. “An unexpected twist,” the skull says, “but it will only
add to the shame of your inevitable defeat!”

Broken Pillars: Marked as grey stone with a black border,
this rubble extends to the ceiling and blocks line of sight and
attacks, and is considered a wall.

Tactics
Menardo begins combat behind cover from his Walls of Ice,
and will always give priority to putting walls between himself and any players. As the archons are destroyed and his
walls disappear, he will begin to back into corners where he
can still protect himself from all sides. If he is not in danger
of being attacked, he will use Walls of Ice to separate players
from the PC group, allowing his elementals to team up on
isolated stragglers. Menardo will use Frozen Shard against
single PCs, preferring
when the PCs group up.
The Chattering Archons will use Ice Shards or Frost Strike,
depending on the player range, always trying to close the distance and place an Ice Pillar to separate PCs or give combat
advantage to their allies. The Servitors will simply mob the
closest PC, though Menardo can order them elsewhere.

Player Strategy
The players should find it extremely difficult to get to Menardo, since their attacks can't penetrate his walls of ice (which
replenish fully each round). In order to destroy his barriers
they'll have to kill the Archons—each one will reduce Menardo's barriers by one.

Combat Flavor
If you dislike reading powers and effects to your players, give
them hints with the following flavor text.
When Menardo uses Walls of Ice, read:
The existing walls of ice crack and shatter, the pieces scattering over
the floor. Within seconds, a new series of walls appear, stretching to
the ceiling as Menardo cackles maniacally.
When a PC first hits an icy shield, read:
The creature’s protective shield absorbs the blow, the ice cracking but
still intact.

Random musings from Menardo throughout the fight:
“You call that an attack? I’m ashamed to be struck by such a weak
little strike.”
“You seem a little nervous to be here, perhaps you’re having difficulty... breaking the ice? Muhaha!”
“Watch your step! It would be a shame to break your neck and die
such an embarrassing death—I won’t let anyone forget it!”
“Where’d you get that fire? I have a very strict no-fire policy within
this citadel. I’ve been very clear on that.”
“You’ve come to shut me up, but I’ ll be silencing you for good—ironic, isn’t it?”
“See? When you try to do so many amazing things at once, it never
works out—don’t complicate perfection.”

Conclusion
The archons and servitors will continue to fight after Menardo’s death, albeit mindlessly. When Menardo is defeated, the
skull falls to the ground and begins to crack, the chattering
jaw ceasing its endless movement, saying “No, not now. I have
so much more to say...” The PCs will find a level 19 magical
item in the room, though there doesn’t seem to be much else
around.
Upon returning to Ibgoln, the PCs will discover that nearly
everyone is fast asleep, finally able to get some rest. There
are still guards posted, who point the PCs to Lord Philus’s
building; he’s wearing a nightgown and quickly pays the PCs,
before ushering them out and turning off the lights. If they
locate Mith and Captain Sikura, they will be given the quest
rewards.
As the PCs leave town, they’ll overhear someone talking:
“You know what always struck me? I met that Menardo a dozen
or more times before he died in that avalanche, and you wouldn’t
believe it, but he was so quiet—barely ever said a word.”

Menardo, the Chattering Skull

Level 18 Artillery

Tiny natural animate (undead)
XP 2,000
Initiative +14
Senses Perception +17
HP 240; Bloodied 120
AC 30; Fortitude 29, Reflex 30, Will 32
Immune disease, poison Resist 10 cold, 10 necrotic
Vulnerable 5 fire
Speed Fly 10 (hover)
b Icy Bite (standard; at-will)•Cold
+25 vs AC; 2d8 + 5 damage plus 1d8 cold damage.
R Frozen Shard (standard; at-will)•Cold
Ranged 10; +23 vs Reflex; 3d8 + 10 cold damage, and the target is
pushed 1 square.
a Chilling Wave (standard; recharge 56)•Cold
Area burst 3 within 20; +23 vs Reflex; 4d8 + 10 cold damage. Miss:
Half damage. Menardo can exclude two allies from the effect.
Walls of Ice (minor; at-will)•Conjuration, Cold
Walls of ice, each 2 squares by 6 squares, appear in any area on any
terrain. See Special Features for more details.
Mage Hand (minor; at-will)•Conjuration
As the wizard power Mage Hand.
Frozen Embrace
At the beginning of the encounter and at the start of each of its turns,
this creature gains an icy shield, which prevents damage and any effects from the first two successful attacks against it each round.
Alignment Evil
Languages Common, Primordial
Skills Stealth +15
Str 8 (+8)
Dex 20 (+14)
Wis 17 (+12)
Con 20 (+14)
Int 25 (+16)
Cha 23 (+15)

Chattering Archon

Medium elemental magical beast (cold)

Level 16 Brute

XP 1,400

Initiative +8
Senses Perception +10
HP 140; Bloodied 70
AC 31; Fortitude 28, Reflex 27, Will 27
Immune disease, poison Resist 15 cold
Vulnerable 5 fire
Speed 7
b Frost Strike (standard; at-will)•Cold
+17 vs AC; 2d8 + 6 cold damage and the target is pushed 1 square
r Ice Shards (standard; at-will)•Cold
Ranged 5; +17 vs AC; 2d6 + 4 cold damage and the target is slowed
(save ends).
Ice Pillar (minor; recharge 56)•Cold
Creates a pillar of ice within 2 squares that works as Menardo’s Walls
of Ice power, but this pillar counts as an ally for flanking purposes. The
pillar lasts until destroyed.
Frozen Embrace
At the beginning of the encounter and at the start of each of its turns,
this creature gains an icy shield, which prevents damage and any effects from the first two successful attacks against it each round.
Alignment Unaligned
Languages Primordial
Str 18 (+12)
Dex 10 (+8)
Wis 14 (+10)
Con 18 (+12)
Int 14 (+10)
Cha 15 (+10)

Chattering Servitor

Medium elemental magical beast (cold)

Level 15 Minion
XP 300

Initiative +6
Senses Perception +11
HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion.
AC 28; Fortitude 26, Reflex 26, Will 27
Immune disease, poison Resist 15 cold
Vulnerable 5 fire
Speed 6
b Slam (standard; at-will)
+16 vs AC; 6 cold damage
Frozen Embrace
At the beginning of the encounter and at the start of each of its turns,
this creature gains an icy shield, which prevents damage and any effects from the first two successful attacks against it each round.

Adjustments
If you like this encounter but aren’t sure how to fit it into
your campaign, here is some advice:
We have too few or too many players:
For every player below or in excess of 5, subtract or add three
Chattering Servitors. For every two players below or in excess of 5,
subtract or add two Chattering Servitors and a Chattering Archon.
We aren’t the right level:
Menardo is based off of a demonic ghostskull, found in the Monster Builder. The others are custom, but can easily be tuned and
adjusted from any elemental minion or archon in the Monster
Builder—then give them the special powers and Frozen Embrace.
It’s too easy:
If the players are not having any trouble with the icy shields, they are
either totally awesome or have a lot of fire damage. In either case,
have Menardo play hard-to-get with the walls of ice while trying
to box in a PC without any support; once the others have to break
down two walls of ice just to help their teammate, they’ ll take it
more seriously.
It’s too hard:
This is one of those encounters that is either really easy or incredibly difficult, depending on group makeup. If the PCs can’t deliver a
decent amount of damage, it’s going to be hard to bring the shields
down and cut through the minions before the other monsters tear
them up—in this case, consider reducing the icy shield to one charge
per turn, or getting rid of it all together.
I don’t get the Walls of Ice:
When playing the walls, you place them over any and all walls and
terrain, including the outer borders of the map—the idea is that they
simply fill in the empty space, the blocks don’t have to fit perfectly.
And of course, because I love you, I made some pillars of ice and
walls of ice for you to cut out and use, found on the next page.
How do I make the best use of the Combat Flavor:
Menardo is supposed to be a chatty guy, so use the combat flavor
quotes whenever it seems appropriate. You don’t have to stop combat to toss in some of his remarks, just casually interject with them
while players are taking their turns or discussing things.
We want to play a full adventure:
Ibgoln is a great place for a full adventure. Toss in any number of
wintery quests, frost giants, or dangerous beasts of the frozen north—
it’s a nice change of pace from the normal orcs, goblins, and wizards.
The city itself is full of other secrets. Who built Ibgoln? Why was it
constructed? Where are the original architects?
Is this adventure based off someone... chatty?
If it wasn’t obvious to those familiar with his blog, this adventure
is dedicated to ChattyDM, a great, and always pleasant, resource.
Check out his blog at: http://critical-hits.com/category/chattydm.
For use with the 4th Edition
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Enjoy this adventure? Visit www.readyanaction.com for more free encounters, with a new one added each week!
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